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This paper explores two circuit approaches for quantum walks: The first consists of generalized controlled
inversions, whereas the second one effectively replaces them with rotation operations around the basis states.
We show the theoretical foundation of the rotational implementation. The rotational approach nullifies the large
amount of ancilla qubits required to carry out the computation when using the inverter implementation. Our
results concentrate around the comparison of the two architectures in terms of structure, benefits, and detriments,
as well as the computational resources needed for each approach. We show that the inverter approach requires
exponentially fewer gates than the rotations but almost half the number of qubits in the system. Finally, we
execute a number of experiments using an IBM quantum computer. The experiments show the effects of noise
in our circuits. Small two-qubit quantum walks evolve closer to our expectations, whereas for a larger number
of steps or state space the evolution is severely affected by noise.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.103.022408

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper considers the quantum mechanical analog of
a random walk on the line, or quantum walk [1]. Here, the
evolution of the walker is guided by a balanced quantum coin
in superposition. If we imagine a quantum particle that moves
freely between adjacent discrete points on a line (see Fig. 1),
then at each time step, the balanced coin is flipped and the
quantum state undergoes a unitary transformation, otherwise
called shift. Then the particle progresses according to the state
of the quantum coin, thus evolving the walk.
By evolving the state of the system in a superposition, the
walker or particle can seemingly follow all possible paths,
propagating quadratically further as a function of the coin
flips than in the classical case [2]. Significant here is also the
effect of quantum interference in quantum walks, where two
separate paths leading to the same point may be out of phase
and cancel one another.
Quantum walks have the potential to speed up classical
algorithms that are based on random walks [2–4]. There have
been many systematic studies on this subject area and many of
them can lead to further in-depth analysis of more advanced
quantum algorithms, such as quantum Metropolis, quantum
Markov chains, or quantum Monte Carlo methods [2,5–8]. An
early work from Aharonov et al. [9] proves that, in the context
of quantum walks on graphs, the walker’s propagation in the
quantum case is quadratically faster than the classical random
walk. The efficiency of quantum walks has been exploited
in various cases in order to construct quantum algorithms
[10,11] and speed up classical methods [12,13], sometimes
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even exponentially [14,15]. Quantum walks have also been
realized in a number of physical systems, including photons
[16–21], cold atoms [22,23], and trapped ions [24].
The results of our work are concentrated around the comparison of two architectural approaches to quantum walks: (i)
the generalized inverter approach [25] and (ii) the rotational
approach [26,27], with no quantum-walk implementation of
the latter, to the best of our knowledge. Through an analysis
of the computational resources necessary we find that each
architecture shows opposite advantages and disadvantages.
The generalized inverter approach shows smaller execution
times and requires exponentially less gates whereas the rotational approach lowers the number of qubits necessary for
the implementation. This result is important within the noisy
intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) era [28], with the inability of existing quantum computers to reliably run even
average-scale computations.
Finally, we examine the effects of noise for each implementation on a real quantum machine. Our experiments show
that the results follow the theoretical expectations for small
two-qubit systems, but quickly deviate for quantum walks
with a three-qubit state space or larger. For the implementation
we make use of IBMQ’s Qiskit development kit [29,30] in
order to simulate and execute the quantum circuits. Currently,
there is a lot of interest in running quantum applications on
NISQ systems [31–35]. On the other hand, there are very
few studies of quantum walks on hardware, with an early
notable work by [36] representing the first implementation of
a discrete coined quantum walk implemented on a quantuminformation processor. Additionally, in a recent work [37] the
authors examine the implementation of discrete-time quantum walks on cycles, two-dimensional lattices, and complete
graphs, which are then executed on a different IBM quantum
computer.
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FIG. 1. Dynamics of the balanced quantum walk. (a) The walk
begins at time t. (b) The flip of the quantum coin, where the particle
is in equal superposition to go left or right. (c) The particle moves to
generate the superposed state at time t + 1.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we give a theoretical overview of the quantum walk in Sec. II. Moving on, we
discuss in Sec. III how a quantum walk can be implemented
using generalized inverters and rotations around the basis
states. Section IV offers an analysis of the implementation
characteristics of each approach and a rigorous comparison
of the two, before we outline the results from experimenting
with both implementations in Sec. V. Finally, we discuss and
conclude our research in Sec. VI.

property expresses the relationship between the parity of the
number of coin flips, the initial position, and the resulting
states of the walker. For example, if the particle starts on an
even position (including |0) then, after an odd or even number
of steps the position of the particle will be a superposition of
N/2 odd or even states.
Another characteristic of this quantum walk is its asymmetry. After the evolution of the particle position, the probability
of each state to be measured may not be the same. The reason
for this phenomenon is quantum interference, which can be
either constructive or destructive. This can affect the quantum walk for more than one iteration of the shift operator S.
Precisely, the leftward path (S − ) interferes more destructively
whereas the rightward path undergoes more constructive interference. In other words, the asymmetry is the result of the
Hadamard coin introducing bias in the path selection [40].

III. INCREMENT AND DECREMENT FUNCTIONS

One way to implement the functions S ± , as expressed in
Eq. (2), is to use generalized inverter gates, demonstrated by
[25]. This implementation is discussed in Sec. III A below. In
Sec. III B, we present the second approach that uses rotations
around the basis states [26,27].

A. Using generalized inverter gates
II. QUANTUM WALKS

Throughout this paper we are occupied with a particle’s
one-dimensional discrete-time quantum walk on a finite cycle
with N states and an arbitrary number of steps [38]. This
quantum walk can be described as the repeated application of
a unitary evolution operator U . This operator acts on a Hilbert
space HS ⊗ HC , where HC is the Hilbert space associated
with a quantum coin and HS with the state space of the walk.
In order to describe the quantum walk we define the operator
U as
U = S(I ⊗ C),

(1)

where S is the shift operator describing the walker’s propagation and C is the quantum coin operator. We take the
quantum coin to be a Hadamard operator with well-known
matrix representation


1 1
1
C=H = √
.
2 1 −1
The walker, after each flip of the coin, can either increase
or decrease its position by a step of 1. This is defined by the
shift operator S and can be described via increment and decrement functions, as demonstrated by [25]. The mathematical
description of the shift operator is
S = S − ⊗ |0 0| + S + ⊗ |1 1| ,
+

(2)

where S |x → |x + 1 moves the walker one step to the
right, increasing its position, and S − |x → |x − 1 to the left,
decreasing its position.
A very important aspect of a discrete-time quantum walk’s
evolution is what we call the modularity property [39]. This

We refer to generalized controlled operations as those controlled by more than one qubit. In this case, the operation in
question will occur if and only if all the control qubits are
in state |1. The most common example and one that is used
extensively here is the three-qubit Toffoli gate, in which the
target qubit will be inverted only if both the control qubits are
in state |1.
The generalized controlled-NOT (CNOT) gates can be used
to construct quantum circuits that implement the increment
and decrement functions. As shown by [25], the increment and
decrement functions can be realized with a single quantum
circuit, but with opposite control logic. Figure 2(a) shows the
higher level circuit for one iteration of the quantum walk for
a state space of arbitrary size. The general implementation of
the increment and decrement circuits is shown in Fig. 2(b).
The realization of the individual circuits in Fig. 2(b) for a
small quantum walk on a N = 8 cycle using elementary and
Toffoli gates is shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).
Both the increment and decrement circuits of these two
figures look more complicated than their respective schematic
in Fig. 2(b). The reason is the lack of direct implementation
of any generalized inverters other than the Toffoli gate in
IBMQ’s Qiskit. Any inverter gate with more than two control
qubits requires intermediate computations stored in ancilla
qubits. This leads to a significant increase of the workspace
(i.e., the number of qubits needed for the computation) that
grows with the size of the state space. Precisely, a generalized
CNOT gate with nc control qubits requires additional nc − 1 ancilla qubits for the implementation (refer to Appendix A). For
example, considering IBMQ’s 15-qubit Melbourne machine,
we can implement a quantum walk on a cycle with at most
28 = 256 states.
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FIG. 4. Quantum circuit implementing a Toffoli gate (Xcc ) using
conditioned rotations.

FIG. 2. (a) Implementation of one step for the quantum walk
of a particle. (b) Quantum circuits for increment and decrement
operations. A filled control circle means that the control qubits have
to be in state |1 in order for the operation to occur. An empty control
circle means they have to be in state |0.

B. Using rotations

In this section we present a solution that uses rotations
around the basis states [26,27] to implement the quantum walk
without an ancilla register, thus lowering the vast increase in
computational resources resulting from adding qubits to the
system. Referring back to the previous section’s example, we
can use the 15-qubit Melbourne machine to run a quantum

walk with rotations on a cycle with 214 = 16 384 positions, a
significant rise compared to the generalized CNOT approach.
Another benefit of the rotational approach holds when simulating quantum walks on classical machines. As the size of
the state space increases exponentially with the number of
qubits, classical computers very quickly start struggling to
cope with the size of the workspace. The rotational implementation offers a way around this problem.
Before we show the quantum circuit for the rotational
approach, we need to start by expressing two very important
lemmas, first introduced and proven by Barenco et al. [26].
Lemma 1. [26] For any unitary operatorW there exist operators , A, B, and C such that ABC = I and AX BXC = W ,
where  is a phase operator of the form  = eiδ × I with
δ ∈ R, X is the Pauli-X , and I the identity matrix.
What we learn from Lemma 1 is that we can express any
unitary operator and, for our case, a NOT gate, as a sequence
of operators AX BXC. The existence of the operator  compensates for the fact that the NOT gate is not an SU(2). Thus,
we can narrow our efforts down to finding the appropriate
, A, B, C operators that suit our specific needs.
We start by presenting a quantum circuit that implements a
Toffoli gate, denoted Xcc , via a number of controlled rotations,
as shown in Fig. 4. The specific rotation gates needed can be
defined through the unitary matrix Ry (θ ) defined as


cos θ /2 − sin θ /2
Ry (θ ) =
,
(3)
sin θ /2
cos θ /2
where, in our case, we require θ = π /2. The rotation operator can be implemented using IBM’s U3 gate, as shown in
Appendix B. The next operation is expressed by the unitary
operator Rz (φ), given as

 iφ/2
0
e
.
(4)
Rz (φ) =
0
e−iφ/2
Similarly to the rotation operators, we assign φ = π /2.
Finally, since the inverter gate is not a special unitary (i.e.,
it does not have determinant 1), there is the need for the
additional phase gate (δ) defined as
 iδ

e
0
(δ) =
,
0 eiδ
where, for our case, we identify δ = −π /2.
Thus, we can now rewrite the rotation operation for an
inverter gate X as

FIG. 3. (a) Increment circuit. The three-qubit qn register is the
state space of the quantum walk, the coin register coin0 represents
the Hadamard coin. The ancilla qubits used for the computation are
anc0 and anc1 . (b) Decrement circuit. Important here is the need to
invert all the control qubits (including the coin) at the start of the
computation and uncompute them at the end.

X ≡ (π /2)Rz (π /2)Ry (π /2)X Ry (−π /2)X Rz (−π /2),
where
A = Rz (π /2)Ry (π /2),
B = Ry (−π /2),
and
C = Rz (−π /2). By modifying the operators to accommodate
for the right matrix dimensions, we can implement the Toffoli
gate.
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FIG. 6. Rotational implementation of an increment circuit for a
three-qubit state space and one-qubit coin.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION CHARACTERISTICS
FIG. 5. Generalized rotational network that implements a unitary
controlled by an arbitrary number of control qubits.

The next step is to generalize this quantum circuit so it
can accommodate more than two control qubits, i.e., create
a generalized CNOTusing rotations. In order to do this, we can
use another lemma from Barenco et al. [25]. In this context,
we need to introduce the notation ∧n−1 (U ) as used by [26,27].
u
u01 
For any unitary matrix U = 00
and m ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . }
u10 u11
we define the (m + 1)-bit (2m+1 -dimensional) operator ∧m (U )
as
∧m (U )(|x1 , . . . , xm , y)

uy0 |x1 , . . . xm , 0 + uy1 |x1 , . . . , xn , 1
=
|x1 , . . . , xm , y

if ∧m
k=1 xk = 1,
if ∧m
k=1 xk = 0,

where ∧k denotes the AND operation of the relevant k values.
Lemma 2. [26] For any unitary W , a ∧n−1 (W ) gate can be
simulated by a network of rotation and phase operators, as
shown in Fig. 5, with , A, B, and C as in Lemma 1.
Lemma 2 describes a way to expand any generalized unitary with an arbitrary number m of control qubits to a network
of controlled rotations and generalized CNOTs of the form
AX BXC. It is easy to see that, if W = X , we can iteratively expand each one of the generalized CNOT gates to such
a network. The expansion will stop when the generalized
inverter gates end up being regular Toffoli gates. After the
transformation of the initial approach to rotation operations,
the 2 × 2 operator W applied to the target qubit is the regular
inverter


0 1
W =X =
,
(5)
1 0
with the dimensions of the matrix representation defined according to the dimensionality of the workspace.
Thus, we can produce a quantum circuit that implements
a generalized CNOT gate with an arbitrary number of control
qubits without depending on the use of any ancilla qubits. This
logic can be applied to any unitary operator [26,27].
We can now integrate this implementation to the increment
and decrement circuits. We substitute the generalized CNOT
gates with the network described in Lemma 2. Any Toffoli,
CNOT, or inverter X gate remains the same. A visualization
of an increment quantum circuit on four qubits is shown in
Fig. 6. The decrement circuit will follow similar logic with
the difference that all the control qubits have to be inverted at
the start of the computation.

For our experiments we implement a quantum walk on an
N cycle. This means that the walker can be in N different
states and needs n = log N qubits to represent it. One additional single-qubit quantum register is needed for the quantum
coin and, in the case of the generalized inverter approach, an
ancilla register. We find that the number of qubits needed for
the inverter approach increases as 2 log N, whereas for the
rotational approach as 1 + log N.
The difference in the size of the workspace between the
two approaches increases linearly with the state space of the
walk, i.e., as we move onto larger cycles. On the other hand,
the rotational circuit needs an increasingly larger number of
gates than the generalized CNOT approach. This is shown with
the following propositions.
Proposition 1. The number of gates that participate in the
generalized inverter implementation of the quantum-walk circuit increases polylogarithmically with the size of the state
space N as O(log2 N ).
Proof. For a state space N  8, any gate that needs more
than two control qubits is expanded to a network with ancilla
qubits. The number of gates necessary for this expansion can
 N
be expressed as 2 log
nc =3 (2nc − 1), where nc is the number of
control qubits necessary for each operation. The additional
gates needed will be the inverters with two or less control
qubits and the Hadamard gate. For a state space of N < 8 there
will be no operations with more than two control qubits and
the number of gates will be simply calculated by the inverters
and the Hadamard gate.
Thus, the number of gates for the generalized inverter
implementation can be expressed as
 log N
2 nc =3 (2nc − 1) + 2 log N + 5, if N  8
(6)
νc =
2 log N + 5, if 2  N < 8.
From the above equation we can see that the sum
log N
nc =3 (2nc − 1) provides the dominant growth rate. We find
that


log N

nc =3



log N

(2nc − 1) =

(2nc − 1) −

nc =1

2


(2nc − 1)

nc =1

= log2 N − 4,
 N
2
as the sum log
nc =1 (2nc − 1) = log N is the known sum of

the first log N odd natural numbers and 2nc =1 (2nc − 1) = 4.
Thus, the number of gates increases with the size of the state
space N as O(log2 N ).

Proposition 2. The number of gates that participate in the
rotational implementation of the quantum-walk circuit increases linearly with the size of the state space N as O(N ).
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FIG. 7. Probability distributions of two-qubit quantum walks on the IBMQ Melbourne computer (crossed bar) and on an ideal simulator
(solid bar) for (a) one step, (b) two steps, (c) three steps, and (d) four steps, with generalized inverter approach (rotations are not needed); 95%
confidence intervals are smaller than 10−3 , hence are not displayed.

Proof. For N  8 any operation with more than three
control qubits will be expanded according to the network
of Lemma 2. It is evident that every inverter as in Fig. 5
will need to be expanded to a rotational network until all
gates need only two control qubits. This leads to a number
log N nc − j
 N
)] gates before the last step as well
of log
nc = j (2
j=3 [10
 N 2− j+log
N
as log
(2
)
gates
on the last step of the expansion.
j=3
For operations with two or less control qubits, there is no need
for rotations or expansions.
For N < 8 there will be no operations with more than two
control qubits and the circuit will not need a rotational approach. The number of gates for the rotational implementation
νr can be expressed as
⎧log N
 N nc − j 
2− j+log N
⎪
) + 10 log
)
⎨ j=3 (2
nc = j (2
(7)
νr =
+2 log N + 5, if N  8
⎪
⎩
2 log N + 5,
if 2  N < 8.
From Eq. (7) we find that again the sum provides the dominant growth. In this case it represents the well-known sum
of a geometric progression, where the largest growth would
be given by 2log N = N. Thus, the number of gates increases
linearly with the size of the state space N as O(N ).

Liu et al. [27] present an analysis on how n-qubit controlled unitaries can be realized by one-qubit and CNOT gates
using exponential and polynomial complexity, respectively.

Our propositions, however, analyze the complexity of architectures implementing a quantum walk, not simply multiqubit
controlled gates.
As evident from Propositions 1 and 2, the number of gates
needed by the rotational implementation increases exponentially faster than for the generalized inverters. Of course, since
the exact same circuit is repeated after every coin flip, for
arbitrary coin flips t and the same state space N the number
of gates is t times the number of gates needed for each implementation.
By studying the propositions we can draw some conclusions regarding the complexity of each approach. For a small
state space, the generalized inverter implementation is more
efficient in terms of gates, with the efficiency increasing with
N. On the other hand, the inverter approach is less efficient
in terms of workspace size, quickly surpassing the number of
qubits that classical computers can simulate, or the capacity
of near-term quantum machines.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present the results from running
quantum-walk experiments on 4- and 8-cycles as a simulation
on a classical machine and on the quantum computer. The
state space is of size two and three qubits, respectively. We
initialize the walker on position |0.
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FIG. 9. Variance of the quantum walk as a function of the coin
flips. Here, the simulation variance (solid line) is the one computed
on a N = 256-cycle via the simulations of either the inverter or
the rotational circuit. Theoretical variance (dotted line) is calculated
from Eq. (8).

The results of the simulations and experiments for both
approaches on two- and three-qubit states are given in Figs. 7
and 8, respectively. We first discuss the results of the classical
simulations before moving to the quantum computer. The
code is available in [41].
A. Experiments on noise-free simulator

FIG. 8. Probability distributions of quantum walks on three
qubits for (a) one step, (b) two steps, and (c) three steps using
IBMQ’s Melbourne machine for the generalized inverter (crossed
bar) and rotational (tiled bar) approach and an ideal simulator (solid
bar), on which both approaches are identical. Error bars are calculated with 95% confidence intervals.

The simulations were run on a MacBook Pro 2017 computer with a 2.3-GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 16 GB of
memory. There are three important points to observe here:
(i) the asymmetry of the probability distributions, (ii) the
modular behavior, and (iii) the variance of the quantum walk.
The effects of the asymmetry can be seen as the imbalance in
the ideal probability distribution, as for example in Fig. 8(c)
with state |7 appearing with higher probability than the rest.
The second point involves the modularity of the quantum
walk. Having initialized the walker on state |0 (considered
an even state) and evolving for an odd or even number of
steps, we predict that the measurement outcome will be an
odd or even one, respectively. Indeed that is the case, with the
outcomes measured also satisfying that only N/2 states are
observed. This stands true for both approaches.
The final point refers to the variance of the quantum walk.
It has been proven that Markov chains show near-quadratic
increase in the variance with respect to time as opposed to
their classical analogs [2]. Theoretically, the variance σ 2 as a
function of the coin flips t can be calculated as [42]
√
2−1 2
2
σ =
t ≈ 0.2t 2 .
(8)
2
By computing the simulated quantum-walk variance we can
verify this quadratic tendency for both implementations, as
depicted in Fig. 9, concluding that both our quantum circuits
are likely to be correct implementations of a quantum walk.
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FIG. 10. The simulation runtimes for the generalized inverter
(solid line) and rotational (dashed line) implementations. For n > 16
our classical machine is unable to simulate the generalized inverter
implementation. Simulations are run for one step. The number of
qubits n only refers to the state space of the walk.

Finally, the simulation runtimes for different number of
qubits on an 8-cycle for the two approaches are presented in
Fig. 10. It is visible that the runtime of the quantum-walk
circuit increases exponentially with the number of qubits.
For the generalized inverter approach, our classical machine
is unable to simulate the circuit for n > 16 due to lack of
memory. On the other hand, the rotational approach is able
to simulate the quantum walk for state spaces larger than 16
qubits.
B. Experiments on quantum computer

The results we obtain by executing the experiments on the
quantum processor are quite different. Both the quantum-walk
experiments are executed on IBMQ’s 15-qubit Melbourne
machine. Due to limitations on the number of iterations we
can submit to the machine, we repeat the quantum walk 1000
times in what constitutes a batch of trials. We repeat such
batches of trials 100 times and muster the probability distributions from the average results of the 100 000 repetitions
of the experiment. The resulting probability distribution for
three steps of the quantum walk on a 4- or 8-cycle can be seen
in Fig. 7 and 8, respectively. It is noteworthy here that since
for a quantum walk on a 4-cycle there are no inverters with
more than two control qubits, a rotational implementation is
not needed.
We can see from Figs. 7 and 8 that the empirical distributions differ greatly from the simulations. None of the
properties that we expect to see from a quantum walk are
present. More specifically, the process no longer exhibits
modular behavior as we see states that should not occur,
especially on the walks with larger state space or number of
steps. Unfortunately, the resulting probability distributions are
completely different to the theoretical ones, making it difficult
to correctly calculate the variance. Thus, no remarks regarding
the variance can be made with certainty.

PHYSICAL REVIEW A 103, 022408 (2021)

FIG. 11. Probability distributions of generalized inverter
(crossed bar), rotational (tiled bar), and ideal (solid bar) quantum
walks on four qubits for one step. Error bars are calculated with 95%
confidence intervals.

In another paper, Balu et al. [43] realize a topological
quantum walk on a 4-cycle for one step of the walker. This implementation differs from both approaches we are concerned
with in our work. The results capture the topological effects
of the quantum walk at a single step, but fail to do so for more
steps due to noise. Qualitatively, the results of [43] match the
theoretical expectations for one step of the walk in a way
similar to ours.
Taking into account the nominal execution time of the different gates that participate in the circuits, as given by IBMQ,
we can calculate the overall runtime of the quantum computations. For one step of the walk with three-qubit state space, the
generalized CNOT circuit’s execution time is approximately 42
ms and for the rotational circuit 76 ms. Similarly, for one and
two steps of the walk on two qubits, the execution times are
10.5 and 21 ms, respectively. These execution times are purely
for the operations themselves, meaning we do not take into
account the state preparation (if it occurs), the measurement,
or the buffer time between operations on the same qubit.
In general, we find that shorter quantum-walk circuits, for
example, one or two steps of a two-qubit quantum walk, can
generally provide results closer to our expectations, as shown
in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). This is due to the low execution time
of the quantum circuit, as calculated above, compared to the
average coherence time of the three qubits participating in
the circuit (i.e., 64.25 ms) and the smallest decoherence time
among these qubits (i.e., 56 ms). For more than two steps we
find that the distribution starts to deviate from the expected
[Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)].
As shown in Figs. 8(a)–8(c), the effects of the noise remain intense for both approaches on an 8-cycle. The average
coherence of the qubits participating in the circuit is found
to be 58.6 ms for the six qubits in the inverter approach and
63.6 ms for the four qubits of the rotational approach.
Finally, similar results are obtained on larger state spaces.
One example is one step of the walk on a four-qubit state
space, shown in Fig. 11. Thus, we can conclude that, for one
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or two steps on a two-qubit state space, the quantum walk
behaves relatively close to the expectation, whereas for more
than three steps or for a three-qubit state space, where the
runtime of the circuit is longer and approaches the coherence
time, the effects of the noise are overwhelming.
VI. DISCUSSION

Throughout this paper, two approaches are used to implement a quantum walk: (i) the generalized inverter [25] and
(ii) the rotational approach. Our experiments show that using
generalized inverters keeps the implementation simple and the
circuit shallow but requires an ancilla register. The number of
ancilla qubits increases linearly with the number of control
qubits, quickly leading to a large workspace, limiting the
capabilities of our experiment. The rotational approach deals
with this limitation by rendering the ancilla register obsolete,
allowing us to experiment with a much larger state space
for our quantum walks. The disadvantage of the rotational
approach is the larger complexity of the resulting circuit.
It is evident from our experiments that the two implementations of quantum walks offer opposite advantages and
disadvantages. Implementing a quantum walk with generalized inverters shows smaller execution time and requires
exponentially less gates as a function of the size of the state
space or, in other words, smaller circuit depth. On the other
hand, the rotational circuit requires less qubits to be used in
the workspace, as there is no need for an ancilla register, but
the circuit is much deeper than the first approach.
The dependency of the operations between the qubits
within the architectures does not allow for any gates to be run
in parallel, restricting the width of the circuit at each time step.
Thus, the runtime of the quantum circuit quickly surpasses
the coherence time of the qubits, leading to immensely noisy
distributions. For very small state spaces (i.e., two qubits) we
see distributions closer to the theory with lower level of noise.
This does not hold for walks with a three-qubit state space
or larger. The execution time of the circuit with relation to
the coherence time of the qubits greatly affects the resulting
distribution of the quantum walk.
Due to the stochastic nature of the noise, it is very difficult
to draw safe conclusions from the comparison of the two
approaches on the quantum computer. We can, however, point
out that since the rotational circuit is deeper, the cumulative
error due to hardware infidelities will be more extensive.
Additionally, since the computation also takes longer in the
case of the rotational circuit, the active qubits have higher
chance to decohere. Thus, we believe it is safe to claim that
the rotational circuit will be the noisier of the two.
As for the comparison between the two approaches, we
can streamline the discussion using the quantum volume [44],
which is an architecture-neutral figure of merit that showcases
the performance of a quantum computer when running quantum circuits. It depends on the number of physical qubits in
the machine, the number of qubits utilized by the circuit, the
depth and width of the circuit, as well as the average effective
error rates of the two-qubit gates implemented in the quantum
computer.
Following the above discussion, we can calculate the quantum volume that each circuit would require to be run on

the same quantum architecture. More specifically, considering as an example one step of a quantum walk with a
three-qubit state space on IBMQ’s Melbourne machine, the
generalized inverter approach requires a quantum volume
of approximately 20.812, whereas the rotational approach
requires 28.905 (for more information on the calculation
of the quantum volume for the three-qubit example, see
Appendix C). In a similar way we can calculate the volume
for the larger quantum-walk circuits. Thus, we can safely
conclude that the generalized inverter approach would require
the smaller quantum volume of the two implementations due
to the much smaller circuit depth and subsequently reduced
execution time compared to the rotational approach, as well
as lower the cumulative effective error due to hardware infidelities.
It is noteworthy that, to the best of our knowledge, no optimal implementation of quantum walks currently exists. The
generalized inverter approach proposed by [25] constitutes an
efficient circuit. Other implementations might exist that could
perhaps prove to be more efficient and could be the subject of
further comparison.
Finally, due to large presence of noise in the quantum
machine, we cannot draw firm conclusions regarding today’s
quantum hardware. In this paper we have worked out a
resource theory for and compared two different implementations of quantum walks. Therefore, considering the limitations
and hardware constraints of NISQ machines, our analysis
can assist on the realization of quantum walks on near-term
quantum computers in an efficient way.
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APPENDIX A: GENERALIZED INVERTER GATE
FOR ARBITRARY CONTROL QUBITS

In many circumstances, we need to control an inversion
with an arbitrary number of nc > 2 control qubits. A solution
can be given by introducing intermediate computations, with
their results stored in an ancilla register of size nc − 1 [45]. A
visualization of this solution for a generalized CNOT gate with
nc control qubits is shown in Fig. 12. This decomposition of
the generalized CNOT gate can be further simplified to use just
regular CNOT operations.
APPENDIX B: REALIZATION OF ROTATION
OPERATIONS WITH IBM’s U3 GATE

Here we show how IBM Qiskit’s [29] U3 gate can be used
to create a rotation operator of the form Ry (θ ). The U3 (θ , φ, λ)
gate is a single-qubit gate with three Euler angles. The gate
implements the following operator:


cos(θ /2)
−eiλ sin(θ /2)
U3 (θ , φ, λ) = iφ
.
(B1)
e sin(θ /2) eiλ+iφ cos(θ /2)
For our case we can assign θ = π /2, φ = λ = 0, thus getting
Ry (π /2) = U3 (π /2, 0, 0),
with matrix representation easily deducted from Eq. (B1).
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shows the required resources of each quantum-walk approach
on IBMQ’s 15-qubit Melbourne machine.
The quantum volume can be defined as [44]


2 
1
,
(C1)
VQ = max min n,
n<N
n eff (n)

The quantum volume, as introduced by Moll et al. [44],
is a figure of merit that characterizes the performance of a
quantum computer. In the context of this paper, we use the
quantum volume in order to attach an additional metric that

where n is the size of the workspace necessary for the computation, N is the number of qubits within the quantum
computer, and eff (n) is the average effective two-qubit gate
error rates of the qubits that participate in the circuit, following the connectivity of the architecture.
Thus, we can now easily calculate the quantum volume
of the three-qubit experiment we use as an example. It is
important here that, due to automatic optimization of the connectivity before execution in the computer, additional qubits
that store intermediate quantum states have to be taken into
account when calculating the quantum volume. Subsequently,
the size of the workspace for the generalized inverter approach
is nc = 8 and for the rotational is nr = 6. For the qubits
that participate in the workspace of each approach, we can
c
= 2.74 × 10−2 and
compute the average error rates as eff
r
−2
for the inverter and rotational approach,
eff = 3.10 × 10
respectively, as of the day of the experiment.
Substituting the above values in Eq. (C1), we compute
the quantum volume for the generalized inverter approach as
VQc = 20.812 and for the rotational approach as VQr = 28.905.
In a similar fashion we can calculate the quantum volume for
a quantum walk of arbitrary size.
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